24 Jun 2022

Paypoint Donate Launched To Leverage
Digital Solutions For The Acquisition And
Reconciliation Of Payments And Donations
For Charities
London, 24th June 2022 – Following the appointment of Jason Levy to lead its Strategic
Development and Partnership plans in the charity sector, digital payments expert PayPoint is
announcing the launch of PayPoint Donate.
PayPoint Donate brings together an innovative digital solution to provide charities and their supply
partners with an integrated single platform to support the acquisition donors and seamless
reconciliation of payments and donations.
The creation of PayPoint Donate formalises the organisations intent to ensure its range of recently
released digital solutions, including Open Banking, Pay-By-Link, Cash Out and e-vouchers, benefit
the charity sector. Alongside its tried and tested services - Direct Debit, card payments and text
donations – PayPoint Donate is also drawing upon its 28,000 strong retailer platform to benefit its
charity clients by offering their supporters the convenience of donating at a local level.
Jason Levy, Charities Strategic Development and Partnerships Lead at PayPoint said, “By
partnering with PayPoint Donate as a single or multi-channel provider of acquisition and donation
reconciliation services, charities can and will benefit from simplified integration, market-leading
innovations and exemplary customer support. In addition, our digital payment channels are ISO
and PCI DSS compliant giving them and those that donate to them, the utmost peace of mind.
Indeed, we excel in enhancing the consumer experience to ensure our charity clients benefit from
loyalty and retention.”
PayPoint Donate aims to successfully support charities and their supply partners through working
in partnership to innovate donation processing and ultimately further enhance the donor
experience.
MultiPay is PayPoint’s portfolio of pioneering omnichannel payments solutions, which today serve
a diverse range of consumer service and retail businesses across the UK. Widely recognised as a
one-stop-shop of customer payment options which help organisations reduce the cost of
collections, increase arrears payments and add value to the customer experience.

